
Why Does Anyone Take Andrew Breitbart Seriously?
Andrew Breitbart has a job to do and he does it well. Breitbart's job is to lie and distort the truth in order to advance a right-wing
agenda, embarrass liberals, and undermine the Obama administration.

Breitbart  is  not  a  journalist,  researcher,  or  pundit.  He is  a  propagandist.  He operates  several  websites  (BigGovernment,
BigJournalism, and BigHollywood), where he and other right-wing bloggers spew their political pornography. The articles that
appear on these websites are contemporary versions of what historian Richard Hofstadter called, in a famous 1964 essay, the
"paranoid style" of American politics practiced by extreme conservatives.

Breitbart is part of the "paranoid style" conservative echo chamber that includes Rush Limbaugh, Glenn Beck, Sean Hannity,
Bill O'Reilly, Mark Levin, and thousands of lesser-known activists who use a combination of talk radio, Fox News, dozens of
conservative  publications,  and  the  new media  (emails,  blogs,  youtube,  facebook)  to  mobilize  support  for  their  right-wing
crusade. Breitbart was a featured speaker at the Tea Party conference in Nashville in February and is a frequent guest on Fox
News and right-wing TV and radio talk shows. His websites are propaganda vehicles for building a political movement. Unlike
Fox News, he doesn't even pretend to be "fair and balanced." What much of America learned this week is that Andrew Breitbart
is unfair and unbalanced.

What's distressing is not that Breitbart does his job, but that the mainstream media and mainstream politicians, including the
Obama Administration, take him seriously. The recent dust-up over the firing of federal Department of Agriculture employee
Shirley Sherrod, fueled by a doctored video on Breitbart's website, is only the latest example of this.

Since he began his website operation, Breitbart has sought to inject himself and his blogger network into the political debate.
Sometimes he succeeds in  getting wider  attention,  outside the right-wing silo,  for  the manufactured scandals  he tries  to
provoke.

Breitbart's public visibility has peaked twice, according to an analysis of stories on the Lexis/Nexis database.

His first brush with fame occurred in September 2009, after he sponsored two young right-wing video activists -- Hannah Giles
and James O'Keefe -- who visited 10 ACORN offices with a hidden video camera, claiming they were a prostitute and her
friend, and tried to entrap the group's staff into giving them advice about buying a home to use for their prostitution ring. They
recorded their stunt and selectively edited the tapes for release, later splicing in video footage of O'Keefe dressed up in an
outlandish pimp costume (hat, sunglasses, fur coat, and walking stick) with racist overtones.

In fact, O'Keefe actually wore a dress shirt and slacks and identified himself as a student or friend of the young woman who
was trying to protect her. Although O'Keefe's costume change was exposed months ago, the image has been imprinted in the
media's mind. On Thursday, for example, the Associated Press story about Breitbart referred to O'Keefe and Giles as "actors
posing as a prostitute and her pimp."

Breitbart not only defended the duo's actions but said that O'Keefe "is already well  on his way to being one of the great
journalists" and that he deserved a Pulitzer Prize. Breitbart has refused to release the original, unedited videos to any of the
organizations investigating the ACORN controversy.

By the second week of September 2009, the ACORN videos became a national story. The videos were posted on Breitbart's
website, then quickly became the top story on the Glenn Beck Show, the rest of Fox News, conservative talk radio (including
Rush  Limbaugh  and  his  local  counterparts),  and  CNN's  Lou  Dobbs  Show.  The  controversy  proved  irresistible  for  the
mainstream news  media,  which  reported  the  story  and  broadcast  clips  of  the  videos  many  times.  These  video  attacks
compounded  ACORN's  problems,  having  been  the  victim  of  another  manufactured  scandal  before  and  during  the  2008
presidential campaign, when Karl Rove, John McCain, Sarah Palin, and the Republican establishment falsely accused ACORN
of "voter fraud."

The videos led many of ACORN's supporters to abandon the community organizing group. Soon after the video scandal
surfaced in the mainstream media,  the U.S. House of  Representatives (including many Democrats who had worked with
ACORN in the past) voted to de-fund the organization. In reality, less than 10 percent of ACORN's budget came from federal
grants. But the symbolism of Congress' action was more important than the money itself. Congress' action provoked ACORN's
cautious foundation funders to drop the group like a hot potato.

Within a few months, ACORN had been exonerated of wrongdoing by the U.S. Government Accountability Office, the Brooklyn
District Attorney's office, the Attorney General of California, and a federal judge, who ruled that the law barring the group's
receipt of federal funds was unconstitutional. By then, however, it was too late. In April, ACORN laid off its entire staff and
closed its offices in over 100 cities. (Meanwhile, last January O'Keefe was arrested for breaking into Sen. Mary Landrieu's New
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Orleans office in another "gotcha" attempt,; he pleaded guilty and was sentenced to three years of probation, a fine of $1,500
and 100 hours of community service).

(Full disclosure: We were a target of Breitbart's smear tactics after we published a study last year revealing the distorted media
coverage of the manufactured ACORN controversy. An updated and expanded version of that study will be published in a few
weeks in the fall issue of Perspectives on Politics, a journal sponsored by the American Political Science Association).

Now Breitbart is back in the news as a result of another manufactured controversy, this one regarding Shirley Sherrod. He's
gotten even more media attention for this episode than he did for his ACORN shenanigans. But the current firestorm has many
of the same elements as the phony ACORN scandal that he cooked up last year.

First, Breitbart posted a highly doctored video on his website that was intended to put its target (both African Americans --
hardly a coincidence) in the worst possible light. Then the right-wing echo chamber -- including Fox News and the conservative
blogosphere -- picked up Breitbart's ball and ran with it. Next, the mainstream media -- the daily newspapers and the TV
networks -- took the false accusations at face value and repeated them without bothering to verify and fact-check, acting more
like  stenographers  than  reporters.  Finally,  liberal  groups  like  the  NAACP and  liberal  politicians  (in  this  case,  Agriculture
Secretary Tom Vilsack and the White House), wary of any controversy, jumped the gun and distanced themselves from the
target of Breitbart's attacks -- by firing Sherrod before she even had an opportunity to explain or they bothered to investigate
the accusations.

Unlike the manufactured ACORN controversy, Breitbart's deception in the Sherrod "scandal" was uncovered quickly. A few
media outlets, including CNN, dug a bit deeper, interviewed Sherrod, talked to the white farmers that Sherrod helped, reviewed
the entire  videotape of  her  speech to  the NAACP in  Georgia,  and disclosed what  should  have been apparent  from the
beginning -- that what Sherrod actually said had no relationship to what Breitbart claimed she said. This led the White House,
Vilsack,  the  NAACP and  others  to  offer  apologies  and  led  Vilsack  to  offer  Sherrod  another  job  with  the  Department  of
Agriculture.

There are thousands of right-wing websites and bloggers, but so far Breitbart is the most successful,  having mastered --
indeed, having helped create -- the new rules of political combat made possible by the internet and cable TV.

Breitbart has not only drawn attention to his manufactured scandals but also to himself. Time magazine, the New Yorker,
Wired, Slate, and other publications have published profiles of Breitbart. These profiles could hardly be called fawning or even
admiring. He comes across as an obnoxious, self-centered bully. But the profiles are nevertheless respectful, in the sense that
they recognize his entrepreneurial skill and his take-no-prisoners attitude.

Both the right-wing echo chamber and the mainstream media don't quite know how to categorize Breitbart and what he does.
The Philadelphia Daily News called him a "rising conservative media figure." The Washington Post called him a "conservative
activist" and an "internet entrepreneur." NPR described him as a "conservative online news entrepreneur." The New York Times
and the Atlanta Journal-Constitution called him a "blogger," while Newsday and the New Republic called him a "conservative
blogger." The Las Vegas Review-Journal called him an "online muckraker and journalist." Sean Hannity, the San Francisco
Chronicle, and ABC's "Good Morning America" labeled him a "publisher."

Regardless of what he's called, the Sherrod story is a good example of Breitbart's skill at what academics call "agenda-setting"
and "framing". A week ago, hardly anyone had ever heard of Shirley Sherrod. Now, she's practically a household name. And
many people who might not recognize her name at least know something of the story. In the past few days, almost every major
news outlet has published or broadcast something about this story. That's the art of agenda-setting.

Americans not only know who Sherrod is, they already have an opinion about her, because they've been told that she's a black
federal employee who used her position to discriminate against whites. That's the art of framing. Within a matter of hours, that
frame burned through the media like prairie fire.

This process is easily verified by an examination of Lexis-Nexis. Among daily newspapers, the conservative Washington Times
has been the most likely to report Breitbart's propaganda over the past few years, followed by the Wall Street Journal. Among
magazines,  the  conservative  National  Review,  followed  by  the  right-wing  American  Spectator,  have  given  Breitbart  a
megaphone. Among TV networks, Fox News has been Breitbart's best customer, followed by CNN.

Only after his smears are reported in the right-wing echo chamber do the mainstream media outlets pick it up, where it reaches
a much wider audience. The mainstream media are mesmerized by the Tea Party and controversies that it and its political allies
have  stoked.  In  bending  over  backwards  to  cover  the  right  wing  --  and  downplay  comparable  activities  by  liberal  and
progressive activists -- the reporters and editors have lost sight of the journalists' responsibilities not only to fact-check and
verify, but also to provide context.

By now it is clear what Breitbart is selling. But the real question is why the mainstream media and Democratic politicians bought
it. Breitbart is a con artist, but con artists succeed if consumers don't know they are being conned -- or don't care.

Given Breitbart's track record, why does anyone -- reporters and editors, foundations, advocacy groups, and elected officials --
take him seriously? Or why not at least treat him like an arm of the Tea Party, as a political activist, and a propagandist, not as
a source of credible information?

Of course, Breitbart  has offered no apology and is still  trying to defend and justify his actions. Perhaps this most recent
brouhaha will destroy Breitbart's credibility with the mainstream media and even with his right-wing colleagues at Fox News
and elsewhere, who were embarrassed by the Sherrod mishap.

But it isn't only the mainstream media that needs to do some soul-searching. It is also the Obama Administration and, more
broadly, liberal Democrats and liberal advocacy groups and foundations, who were too quick to distance themselves from
ACORN and now Sherrod.
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Clearly the Obama administration over-reacted, fearful, as a high-level official put it, of having the Sherrod story show up on
Glenn Beck's Fox News show. Why they are so intimidated by Beck and his ilk is a mystery. Their followers, and those who
identify with the Tea Party, represent no more than 15 percent of all voters. Moreover, very few of Beck's (or Limbaugh's)
devotees would even consider voting for a Democrat. After all, they think Obama is a Marxist, a Muslim, and a foreigner. This is
not a constituency that Obama and the Democrats are going to win over by appearing to be bipartisan or middle-of-the-road.

And if Obama and his inner circle are worried that Breitbart's and Beck's poison will spread from their base among right-wing
zealots  and start  influencing "independent"  and "swing"  voters  --  and thus  help  sway close elections  toward Republican
candidates -- then the best way to prevent that from happening is to fight back, and challenge their lies and distortions, not run
away and hide, or capitulate, as they did by firing Van Jones, abandoning ACORN, and firing Shirley Sherrod.

Breitbart's credibility may or may not survive the Sherrod controversy. But what's important is whether responsible journalists --
as well as the Obama administration, the Democrats, and liberals and progressives -- learn some lessons from this episode.

Peter Dreier teaches politics at Occidental College. Christopher Martin teaches communications at the University of
Northern Iowa.
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            coloradodreaming 4
677 Fans · proud to differ

Smoke screen to hide the amazing record of this adm. The House and Senate
under Obama' adm. have done the amazing feat of passing needed legislation
all without the support of the GOPers. The record of Obama's first two years
in offfice will go down in history. So what is the nation talking about, some
disgusting made up controversy foisted upon us by the baggers, the gopers
and Faux News. You would think that the majority of voters could see thru
this scam to divert the public from the real issues but according to the polls
all the good overlooked and the lies winning.

 Fave  Share 24 Jul 2010 4:13 AM Flag

            Ikkru 3
85 Fans

Breitbart is relying on the tried-and-true "Page One Headline, Page 17
Retraction" tactic.

 Fave  Share 25 Jul 2010 10:29 PM Flag

            pastgone 2 3
600 Fans

Well, the thing is, and I mean this, that so much of what is presented on Fox
News is twisted lies that I don't know how you'd even begin to believe
anything that you see on that channel. Sometimes when I am scrolling past it,
I stop and wait until I hear a lie--not just a distortion or an exaggeration, but
an outright fabrication. I promise you, I never get past 15 or 20 seconds.

I don't... Read More

 Fave  Share 25 Jul 2010 3:43 PM Flag

In reply to: pastgone

            piscatore
3 Fans
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thanks pastgone. really, eloquently put.

 Fave  Share 25 Jul 2010 4:00 PM Flag

In reply to: pastgone

            MetrointheWoods
SUPER USER · 203 Fans

That's just it: most people don't watch. Look at the numbers: Nielsens on
Fix are relatively stable, and have been for a long time. Fix actually loses
somewhere between 50% and 75% of its viewership between the hours of
5 and 6 PM Eastern, every day.

Their market penetration, even within Conservative circles, is fairly
minimal. If you start adding up the ratings, more people are watching
people talk about Glenn Beck than actually watching Glenn Beck; the ratio
typically ranges from 8:1 to 15:1.

 Fave  Share 25 Jul 2010 4:17 PM Flag

            okim5150 2 3
2,164 Fans · I only drink to make you more interesting

Faux news will air anything that can be used to criticize the administration.
This controversy has been a win, win for Faux. First they create a controversy
by airing an edited video making a federal employee and thereby the
administration look bad. Then they criticize the administration for reacting to
the false story that Faux aired by firing the employee. This is Faux at their
finest folks.

 Fave  Share 24 Jul 2010 4:03 PM Flag

In reply to: okim5150

            gilbskg 1 6
907 Fans

Even though they criticized the administration for jumping the gun, the
other networks, especially CNN, gave it to Breitbart and FOX pretty good.
Except for the wingers, I don't think you'll see this kind of knee-jerk
reaction again.

 Fave  Share 24 Jul 2010 5:39 PM Flag

In reply to: gilbskg

            floridafun
SUPER USER · 1,648 Fans · Yes We Are!

agreed. lesson learned!

 Fave  Share 25 Jul 2010 9:34 AM Flag

            ProfessorDuh 1 3
POLITICAL PUNDIT · 2,212 Fans

Why does anyone take Breitbart seriously? Because he is useful to the same
authoritarian corporate propaganda machine that insists on trotting out the
ignoramus Sarah Palin as a serious presidential candidate, even on "liberal"
MSNBC. We are being had, and we are being had daily.

 Fave  Share 24 Jul 2010 1:48 PM Flag

In reply to: ProfessorDuh

            OrangeCatholic
14 Fans
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Yep, Sarah Palin appears on MSNBC almost nightly. It's like Keith
Olberman never learned the lesson, "There's no such thing as bad
publicity."

Every time Sarah Palin appears on TV, someone with actual talent is not
getting airtime.

 Fave  Share 25 Jul 2010 12:04 PM Flag

            Paul Russell 3
33 Fans

Because he tells the right-wingers what they want to hear

They have no interest in facts. They have no interest in what she really
said....what they want to hear is that she is a racist, liberal, idiot that is
destroying this country

Whether she is or is not is absolutely irrelevant.

That is how the right-wing acts

 Fave  Share 24 Jul 2010 1:35 PM Flag

            aceshigh 2
703 Fans

“Let's just be honest here:

The right-wing media, and Fox News in particular, RUNS the country. It
sounds ridiculous, but it's true.

Over and over, we have seen the right-wing noise machine inject a bogus
narrative into the "mainstream", corporatist media bloodline, which ends up
amplifying it out of fear of being called "liberal", which eventually creates a
frenzied climate where no... Read More

 Fave  Share 26 Jul 2010 5:24 AM Flag

            Kevin Atlanta 2
POLITICAL PUNDIT · 4,034 Fans · Active Citizen 54

Goebbles was great at framing too but look where that ended up.

The reality of the sorry state of "journalism" today is exposed as most trawl
the internet for "News" allegedly "as it happens" as we are all insanely fixed
on the social media these days.

As a blogger and journalist the process of verifying what is presented to be as
"Telling the truth as fast as you can" puts tons of pressure... Read More

 Fave  Share 25 Jul 2010 9:29 PM Flag

            joedaplumper 2
819 Fans · Ever see an airplane do thi.............

At some point this a-hole is going to meet the trial lawyer wing of the
Democratic Party, the ones that Sharron Angle was threatening Harry with. I
hope they put Breitbart back in the gutter to look for Coke cans to make a
living.

 Fave  Share 25 Jul 2010 7:47 PM Flag

            MSB
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1 2250 Fans

Why do the same sorts of questions continue to be asked?

The answer is simply, "Because people are stupid."

If the administration would stop whoring themselves out to every monied
interest, and would start regulating the media like they used to, they would
ignore the non-news sources, revoke the FCC licenses of the bombastic and
one-sided sources, and start pursuing legislation and programs... Read More

 Fave  Share 25 Jul 2010 10:15 AM Flag

In reply to: MSB

            martintillier
SUPER USER · 196 Fans · human

Fanned and favourited ! Absolutely spot on,the unconscious guilt of the
propagandised does not seem to be about to manifest itself in action of
any relevance or assistance to the cause of social and economic
improvement.

 Fave  Share 25 Jul 2010 2:40 PM Flag
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